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Curtin University acknowledges the traditional owners of the land 
on which Curtin Perth is located, the Wadjuk people of the 

Nyungar Nation; and on our Kalgoorlie campus, the Wongutha
people of the North-Eastern Goldfields.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before I begin I would like to acknowledge the traditional owners of the land upon which Curtin Perth is located and to pay our respects to all elders past present and emerging
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Overview of uploading publications to espace

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So let’s start with a quick summary of the benefits to researcher in making their research open access
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Benefits to the researcher in making their research open access

Source: https://oaaustralasia.org/faqs/#panel-503

1. Piwowar H, Priem J, Larivière V, Alperin
JP, Matthias L, Norlander B, Farley A, 
West J, Haustein S. 2018. The state of 
OA: a large-scale analysis of the 
prevalence and impact of Open Access 
articles. PeerJ 6:e4375 
https://doi.org/10.7717/peerj.4375

1. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This image summarises eight benefits of publishing research open access:Open access removes cost barriers to access research. Increasing the visibility and exposure of  research creates potential for a higher number of citations. OA publishing also creates an opportunity to reach practitioners and policy makers who may not otherwise have access to the published scholarly research.And publishing OA allows researchers to comply with Research Funding Open Access Mandates

https://oaaustralasia.org/faqs/#panel-503
https://doi.org/10.7717/peerj.4375
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• New NHMRC Open Access Policy 
• Grants issued on or after 20 September 2022 

• Immediate open access, without any embargo period
• Version of Record open access (journal-based open access)
• Author Accepted Manuscript open access (repository-based open access)

• Published with a CC BY licence

• All other NHMRC grants - all publications produced up to 31 December 2023 
• Open access in a repository or other acceptable location within a 12-month period from 

the date of publication.

• https://www.nhmrc.gov.au/about-us/resources/open-access-policy

espace supports OA funder mandates

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I want to briefly mention OA funder mandates as the National Health and Medical Research Council recently revised their Open Access Policy. All publications produced from grants issued on or after 20 September 2022 are subject to immediate open access and published with a Creative Commons CC BY Licence.This is the strongest advocacy for OA research yet.An important aspect of this policy is also determining how Universities are actively assisting researchers to comply with this policy

https://www.nhmrc.gov.au/about-us/resources/open-access-policy
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• Identify Curtin research outputs subject to ARC and NHMRC open 
access policy = approx. 2,700 records

• Do these meet the OA policy requirements?
1. Metadata in university repository within 3 months 

• Include Funder Acknowledgment and grant ID
2. Research output open access via publisher or suitable 

repository within 12 months
3. Access and reuse licence Creative Commons Attribution 

licence (CC-BY)
• ARC strongly encouraged 
• NHMRC mandatory from 1 January 2024

espace supports OA funder mandates

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Espace team is currently working on an operational initiative to assist Curtin researchers meet their ARC and NHMRC funder mandates.Approximately 2,700 research outputs with Curtin University as the nominated Administrating Organization of funding grants have been identified.We are in  the process of reviewing these records to determine if they meet the policy requirementsMetadata in university repository within 3 months Research output open access via publisher or suitable repository within 12 monthsAccess and reuse licence Creative Commons Attribution licence (CC-BY)The espace team will be contacting the Lead Investigator on how we can assist meeting these requirements.
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What is espace?

https://espace.curtin.edu.au/ 

• Provide open access to Curtin’s research outputs through 
researchers leveraging author self-archiving rights

• Publications deposited in espace are visible and accessible 
through services such as Google, Google Scholar and Trove 

• Not suitable for confidential or sensitive materials
• Curtin Research Publications Collection had 1,114,757

downloads globally in 2021

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Curtin's institutional repository, espace, is an open access digital collection of Curtin research publications and higher degree by research thesesespace can provide an open access pathway for Curtin’s research via author self-archiving rightsPublications deposited in espace are visible and accessible through services such as Google, Google Scholar and Trove, which helps maximise the readership and impact of Curtin research.Please note espace is not suitable for confidential or sensitive materials. espace’s purpose is to publicly disseminate Curtin research outputThe Curtin Research Publications Collection had over 1 million downloads globally in 2021
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Article processing 
charges Diamond open access 

journal

Prestigious subscription 
journal

Selecting the most appropriate journal to publish your 
research is based on a large number of factors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While we can all agree on the benefits of publishing in a fully open access journal, it is also essential to acknowledge that selecting the most appropriate journal to publish research is based on a large number of factors.In many cases Article Processing Charges may make publishing opening access prohibitively expensive or existing open access journals are not suitable for your particular research. It may be that publishing in a subscription based journal is of the most strategic benefit.
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Decided to publish in a traditional 
subscription journal?

Publishing in a subscription 
journal does not preclude making 

your research open access

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It is important to understand that publishing research in a traditional subscription based journal does not preclude making your research open access.  You are able to publish in a subscription journal and make your research open access – it just requires an understanding of the self-archiving rights associated with your publisher agreement
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Publishers can be opaque around 
open access via author self-archiving

Both pathways can make your research open access

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Publishers actively promote the benefits and simplicity of publishing open access, generally through the payment of an article processing charge.  However publishers tend to provide less information on how researchers can make their research open access via an institutional repository using the author self-archiving rights present within standard publisher licence agreements.	Both pathways can make your research open access.
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Author rights to self-archive 

https://www.elsevier.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/1165379/JPAupdatedApril2021.pdf

https://www.springer.com/gp/open-access/publication-policies/self-archiving-policy

https://authorservices.wiley.com/asset/Copyright-Transfer-Agreement-Sample.pdf

https://journals.taylorandfrancis.com/edmgr/TaylorandFrancisCopyrightForm/TaylorandFrancisCopyrightForm.pdf

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Author self-archiving rights are documented within the terms of your publishing agreement.I strongly recommend you always keep a copy of your publishing agreements to refer back to.Here are excerpts of publisher licence agreements from Elsevier, Springer, Wiley and Taylor Francis each detailing specific rights to self-archive a copy of your research output.The conditions imposed by the publisher on author self-archiving rights are the key to understanding how you can make your research open access via an institutional repository, such as espace.These conditions may include the use of specific article version, compliance with embargo terms and a particular publisher acknowledgement statement.Don’t worry too much about the associated embargo and acknowledgement conditions. The espace team will make sure these conditions are met.  However the espace team does require the correct article version to be deposited.Navigating the terminology associated with different article version terms is an important first step.

https://www.elsevier.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/1165379/JPAupdatedApril2021.pdf
https://www.springer.com/gp/open-access/publication-policies/self-archiving-policy
https://authorservices.wiley.com/asset/Copyright-Transfer-Agreement-Sample.pdf
https://journals.taylorandfrancis.com/edmgr/TaylorandFrancisCopyrightForm/TaylorandFrancisCopyrightForm.pdf
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Submitted Accepted Proof Published

Stages of journal publication process



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here we have the stages that make up the journal publication process.Four different versions are generated as the article moves through this publication processSubmittedAcceptedProofPublishedIt is essential you can identify the correct version of the journal article suitable for self-archiving in espace.
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Author’s Original (OA)

Author’s Manuscript

Preprint

Accepted Version

Published Version

Submitted Version

Author’s Final Draft

Version of Record (VoR)

Uncorrected Proof

Submitted Manuscript

Postprint

Author’s Accepted Manuscript

Corrected Proof

Published Journal Article (PJA)

Publisher’s PDF

Article versions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are 15 different article version terms here.Publishers tend to use their own individual terms rather than adopt standardised terminology.
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Author’s Original (OA) Author’s Manuscript

Preprint

Accepted Version Published VersionSubmitted Version

Author’s Final Draft

Version of Record (VoR)

Uncorrected Proof

Submitted Manuscript

Postprint

Author’s Accepted Manuscript

Corrected Proof

Published Journal Article (PJA)

Publisher’s PDF

Article versions

Submitted Accepted Proof Published



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are some examples of the different Publisher terms for the four journal article versions
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Author’s Original (OA) Author’s Manuscript

Preprint

Accepted Version Published VersionSubmitted Version

Author’s Final Draft

Version of Record (VoR)

Uncorrected Proof

Submitted Manuscript

Postprint

Author’s Accepted Manuscript

Corrected Proof

Published Journal Article (PJA)

Publisher’s PDF

Article versions

Submitted Accepted Proof Published



 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The submitted version is not suitable for espace as it hasn’t gone through the peer-review process.The proof (identified by watermarks) remains the copyright of the publisher and is not permitted to be made open access via an institutional repositoryThe two article versions we will focus on for the rest of the presentation will be the Accepted and the Published versions.
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Sherpa Romeo & clarifying 
journal self-archiving rights

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So we have clarified the different article version terms used in publisher agreements.But what if you can’t locate your publisher agreement and are not sure which version to upload to espace?The online resource Sherpa Romeo can help identify the correct article version suitable for self-archiving your research in espace.I am now going to play a short introductory video on Sherpa Romeo.
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Introduction to Sherpa Romeo Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5fI92midlY

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Press the play button on the screen to start the video.Once the video has finished press escape and then next slide on keyboard.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5fI92midlY
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General ‘Rule of Thumb’



Published open access – deposit published 
version

Published subscription model – deposit 
accepted version

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The General Rule of thumb:Published version = only if you have published open access Accepted version = if you have published in a traditional subscription journal
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Locating the correct 
article version for 
espace

Overview of uploading publications to espace

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you have published open access and can deposit the published version to espace then you can bypass this step. This information is for those researchers who are permitted to self-archive their accepted version, but may not have a copy of the accepted version on hand.
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At time of article acceptance
• Corresponding author may be provided with a copy of the accepted 

version upon signing publisher agreement 
• Some publishers advise researchers to retain their own copy of the 

accepted version

• Not the corresponding author? Approach your co-author for the accepted 
version suitable for author self-archiving in an institutional repository

Please keep a copy of your accepted version in a safe place, 
so you can locate the correct copy for espace quickly and easily.

Locating copy of your accepted version 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It is often easiest to obtain a copy of the accepted version at the time your research is accepted for publication.The accepted version may be provided to the corresponding author upon signing publisher agreement or,the publisher may stipulate that it is the author’s responsibility to retain a personal copy of the version accepted for publication.Not the corresponding author? Approach your co-author to provide you with the accepted copy suitable for author self-archiving in an institutional repository.Please keep a copy of your accepted version in a safe place, so you can locate the correct copy for espace quickly and easily.
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After article has been published
• Corresponding author may be able to request a copy from the journal 

editor.
• Corresponding author may be able to download the accepted version 

from the journal’s online submission portal.

Locating copy of your accepted version 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After article has been publishedThe corresponding author may be able to request a copy from the journal editor, orThe corresponding author may be able to download the accepted version from the journal’s online submission portal.We will look at how to do this next
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Accessing the accepted version via
journal online submission portal 

Step 1: Identify the corresponding author
• The corresponding author is traditionally responsible for overseeing the online 

publishing process with the journal and has access to the online submission 
portal.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you need to access the accept version via the Journal’s online submission portal Step 1 is to Identify the corresponding authorIf you log into the journal’s portal and are not responsible for submitting the article you may not be able to access the documentation required.
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Accessing the accepted version via
journal online submission portal

Step 2: Identify the online submission portal the journal is utilising

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Step 2: Identify the online submission portal the journal is utilisingThe most common online publication submission platforms are Editorial Manager and ScholarOne Manuscripts
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Editorial Manager Example

Go to the journal’s landing page and select “Submit your article” or similar. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The easiest method of determining the correct online submission platform is to go to the journal’s landing page.From the journal’s landing page locate the link “Submit your article” or similar. 
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Editorial Manager Example

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You will be directed to the author login page for the specific online publication platform, which in this case is Editorial Manager. [Click]
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ScholarOne Manuscripts Example

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is another author login page for a journal which uses ScholarOne Manuscripts as their online publication platform, 
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Accessing the accepted version via
journal online submission portal

Step 3: Obtain a copy of the accepted version from the journal’s online 
submission portal

• Corresponding author - follow the instructions for the appropriate 
submission portal to locate and download a copy of the accepted version.

• Not the corresponding author - contact your co-author and request they 
download a copy of the accepted manuscript 

• Instructions are available for the Editorial Manager and ScholarOne Manuscripts 
online submission systems in Curtin Library’s Guide to espace:

https://researchtoolkit.library.curtin.edu.au/publishing/espace/meeting-copyright-obligations/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Step 3: Obtain a copy of the accepted version from the journal’s online submission portalSimple 1 page instructions are available for the Editorial Manager and ScholarOne Manuscripts online submission portals at Curtin Library’s Guide to espace:

https://researchtoolkit.library.curtin.edu.au/publishing/espace/meeting-copyright-obligations/
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Accessing the accepted version via
journal online submission portal

Step 4: Download PDF from online submission portal
• The PDF may contain a copy of all correspondence associated with journal article 

including:
• Summary Page
• Covering Letter
• Response to reviewer’s comments
• Revised manuscript with changes marked
• Revised table/figures legend with changes marked
• Manuscript file
• Tables/Figures legend
• Tables/Figures
• Conflict of interest declaration
• Authorship statement
• Supplementary information

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Follow the instructions to download a pdf copy of all the correspondence associate with publishing the journal articleTo save time you can deposit the entire pdf and the espace team will extract only the relevant accepted version contentOr if you prefer you can extract the final accepted version content before depositing to espace.
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Depositing reports & creative works to espace

• Report clearance checklist for deposit to espace
• Creative works clearance checklist for deposit to espace
• Available from Curtin Library’s Guide to espace

https://researchtoolkit.library.curtin.edu.au/publishing/espace/meeting-copyright-
obligations/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Up until this point our focus as been on depositing journal articles.However before we review the final step I would like mention new the Clearance checklists available to assist researchers deposit reports and creative works into espace.Navigating copyright and contractual obligations tend to be more complex when making these types of publications openly available in espace.The checklists prompt you to consider a range of issues such as confidentiality, privacy, and copyright to ensure your research is able to be made openly available through espace. And both are available from the Guide to espace.

https://researchtoolkit.library.curtin.edu.au/publishing/espace/meeting-copyright-obligations/
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Overview of uploading publications to espace

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Last stage depositing your research into espace via ElementsYou will note the majority of this session has been focusing on identifying and locating a copy of the correct journal version to deposit to espace.Understanding your copyright obligations is by far the most complex part of this whole process.The actual deposit process is quick and easy.
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Depositing journal article to espace via Elements

• Publications are deposited into espace via Elements by Curtin Academic Staff 
https://elements.curtin.edu.au/

• Researchers need to claim their publication and complete the espace deposit process via 
Elements

• Comprehensive instructions available within Elements and at 
https://staffportal.curtin.edu.au/research/training/elements-training/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Elements is due to be upgraded on 11 November 2022.  This will result in a new look user interface which I will be demonstrating here.Three important points to begin with:	Publications are deposited into espace via Elements by researchers 	You need to claim your publication and complete the espace deposit process via Elements	Comprehensive instructions available within Elements and via the following link

https://elements.curtin.edu.au/
https://staffportal.curtin.edu.au/research/training/elements-training/
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Locate publication record in Elements
Option 1: Review your Publications list

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first step is to locate the publication record within Elements that you wish to upload to espace.Option 1: Review your publications list for previously claimed recordYou can do this by selecting the view all publications from your Homepage.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can scroll through the list of publications you have previously claimed and select the appropriate record to deposit to espace.Here the summary record of the publication is displayed.
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Locate publication record in Elements
Option 2: Search for publication record in Elements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Option 2: Search for a publication record in Elements by selecting the menu icon on the top left of screen and selecting the Reporting Tab and then System Search.
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Locate publication record in Elements
Option 2: Search for publication record in Elements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Search for the appropriate title
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Locate publication record in Elements
Option 3: Create manual record for publication

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Option 3: Create a manual record for publicationJournal articles and conference papers that are indexed in Web of Science or Scopus are generally auto-harvested by Elements.  However other publication types, particularly creative works and reports may require you to create a manual record first.You can create a new manual record by selecting the Add New from your Homepage.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This will generate the following screen where you select the publication type for the new record.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Complete the manual record, keeping in mind the information you add to this record forms the metadata for the espace record.  The more information you add to this record, the more robust and therefore more discoverable your work is on the internet.With regards to non-traditional research outputs, the new Elements Manual provides recommendations for the minimum amount of metadata to enter into Elements to accompany the research outputs deposited to espace.Once you have finished entering the manual record you will be directed to the following screen.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Elements will remind you that you have not yet deposited your publication into espace. If the publication is a result of ARC or NHMRC grant funding it is essential you add the funder acknowledgement and grant ID information to the Elements record before you deposit to espace. To do this open up the full record of the publication in Elements
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Funding Acknowledgement – Grant ID Information

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here the full publication details for the record are displayed.To add the funding acknowledgement and grant ID information select the Add labels option.
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Funding Acknowledgement – Grant ID Information

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Enter in the appropriate grant ID and select the green cross to add to the record.
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Deposit Publication to espace

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Label information will update accordingly.Once you have reviewed the record details for accuracy select the deposit icon. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This will bring you to deposit process.The deposit advice directs you to the Guide to espace to familiarise yourself with exactly what I am covering today.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Including a summary of the Sherpa RoMEO publishing policies we explored earlier.  This information is automatically generated based on the nominated journal title when depositing a journal article.What we want to focus on is the first step of the deposit process.How you complete the deposit process depends on whether you published fully open access or via the traditional subscription model.
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Deposit for an OA publication only via DOI or URL

Deposit to espace completed
The espace team will double check before 

making the URL/DOI visible on espace

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first option is suitable for research published as open access only.Select the Add OA location Tab, enter in the DOI or URL that directs the reader to an open access version of the article on the internet.	Please ensure this is not the DOI to the published version of a journal article you can access only through a Curtin Library subscription.  This is not an article that has been published as open access.Select Save location	This will prompt you to agree to the terms of the espace institutional repository agreement by selecting the deposit button	The deposit to espace is complete – the espace team will double check the link provided directs to an open access publication before making it visible on espace.
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Deposit via file upload

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The second option is to upload a file. 	Select Choose file to locate the appropriate file – the accepted version if you have published in a subscription journal or the published version if you have published open access.	Select ‘Use this file’.	You are able to deposit multiple files for a single publication including supplementary material if appropriate.This will once again prompt you to agree to the terms of the espace institutional repository agreement by selecting the deposit button	
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Confirmation of deposit to espace

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You will received confirmation of deposit to espaceAt this point the metadata record is automatically transferred into espace with the access status “In Process”The espace team will check for embargo periods & other publisher conditions before making the file visible in espace
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Returning to the publication record you can confirm the content has been deposited to espace Any deposited file will read as embargoed until it has been checked by the espace team and made open access.  If the deposited file is subject to a publisher embargo the file will read embargoed with an accompanying date when it will be automatically made open access.If a researcher mistakenly deposits the incorrect version the text will revert to “There are no files for this item in the repository” and the corresponding espace record will be Fulltext not available.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the same record, but with the DOI pointing to the open access publication on the publisher’s website.What you should also notice is that a espace data source record has been created for the publication
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is an example of an espace data source record.  To view the record in espace select the Public URL.  This will take you directly to record in espace.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is an example of a record that has been processed.The access status has been updated from in process to open accessAnd the deposited file visible to download.
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• Preparation is the key:
• Confirm that your article is open access and have the DOI/URL

or
• Identify and locate a copy the correct journal version 

before logging into Elements

• Remember:
• You need to claim your publication via Elements and complete the espace 

deposit process, otherwise your research will not be displayed in espace 

• For queries:
• Please contact us at espace@curtin.edu.au

Points to take away …

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Take awayPreparation is the keyConfirm that your article is open access and have the DOI/URL, or   	Identify and locate a copy of the correct journal version (accepted manuscript) before logging into ElementsRememberYou need to claim your publication via Elements and complete the espace deposit process, otherwise your research will not be displayed in espace For queriesPlease contact us at espace@curtin.edu.au

mailto:espace@curtin.edu.au
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Any questions?

Sourced images 13/10/20 Location: https://www.flaticon.com/free-icons/questions

https://www.flaticon.com/free-icons/questions
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Publishing Power Hours 2022
1: Publishing in quality journals  Tuesday 13 September  |  12 – 1pm 

2: Predatory journals and unethical publishing Tuesday 20 September | 12 – 1pm 

3: Publishing your research data Friday 23 September | 12 – 1pm 

4: Publishing your software code Tuesday 4 October  | 12 – 1pm

5: Publishing copyright essentials Friday 7 October | 12 – 12.30pm 

6: Getting your article published Tuesday 11 October | 12 – 1pm 

7: Measuring the impact of your research publications Tuesday 18 October | 12 – 1pm 

8: Open Access publishing Tuesday 25 October  | 12 – 1pm 

9: Using the institutional repository (espace) to make your 
research open access For academic staff only. Thursday 27 October | 12 – 1pm

10: Making EndNote work for you and your publications Thursday 3 November  | 12 – 1pm

11: Preprints This is a pre-recorded workshop available at this link.

https://libguides.library.curtin.edu.au/c.php?g=941541&p=6827281
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Health Sciences
Vanessa Varis

Science & Engineering
Jenny Copestake

Business and Law, 
Humanities
Jaya Ralph &
Kitty Delaney 

Your Faculty Librarians
Email: LibraryResearchSupport@curtin.edu.au 

Centre for Aboriginal 
Studies

Dr Petra Dumbell 
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